HAPPY TRAILS
Trails and Trends: New Ideas Worth Trying? a larger map at the parking lot trailBy Lesley Cassidy

May trails supply you with printed trail maps. An alternative is to take a photo on your phone to take with you.

We are now seeing much more than directional maps. We are seeing informational maps, like the one
immediately above, for Shaw Woods. You will note the QR codes - those black and white boxes with the lines in
them. They can be “read” by your phone and will lead to websites with much more information.

A week-long ATV festival in
the Ottawa Valley? Being able to download information to your phone about
the birds or deer found in the field in
front of you? The right to hike anywhere, even on private property?
Sound impossible?
These are just a few of the
trends that are changing how trails are
managed across the country and in
some cases, how other countries manage their trails.
Canada has over 112,000 kilometres of trails. Managing all these
structures built onto the landscape is
not an easy feat and depending on the
type of recreational activity, and who
owns the land, trails may be administered by the Province, Territory, Federal Government, private landowner
or business, non-profit organization,
individuals or advisory committees.
But the one element that all trail managers have in common is that once the
route is constructed, there is a significant amount of work that continues so
that users can enjoy the benefits of recreational activities for decades to come.
Just ask Professor John Marsh, a retired
educator at Trent University in Peterborough who has spent his life studying outdoor recreation, tourism, nature
conservation and heritage. He founded
the Trail Studies Unit and is actively
involved in many trail management
decisions across Ontario, through his
volunteer and consulting work. He also

sits on several committees including
a provincial advisory committee on
trails. Speaking with him one afternoon a few weeks ago, we chatted about
trails and some of the exciting trends.
Sign, Sign everywhere a Sign?
Fifteen years ago, exploring a new trail
could be difficult. Without signs, locating the trailhead, let alone navigating
new and unfamiliar terrain presented a
challenge. And confirming parking information for trailers if you snowmobiled or rode horses, was nearly impossible. Many networks were known only
to the local users.
Signage is one area that has improved significantly. And it is no longer
referred to as merely signage, it is part
of wayfinding - which is generally defined as how people navigate through
their environment and includes all the
visual and verbal clues that we use to
move towards a destination. Wayfinding elements may consist of signs, digital maps, brochures, tourism information, landmarks, paper maps, place
names etc.
As an example, the online map
for the Renfrew County ATV network
details fuel stops, hazards, photos and
much more that help the user develop a
deeper understanding of their planned
experience. Some foot and cycling
paths in the Township of Greater Madawaska are marked by paint swatches on
trees that are colour-coded and link to

head. Have you snapped a photo with
your cell phone of the map at the trailhead? It is one of the many visual cues
that now help users navigate the area.
Trail design and building have improved significantly. Currently, there
are documented standards, manuals
and practices based on decades of experience developed by Parks Canada, the
Ontario Trails Council and community
groups. These manuals and standards
highlight the physical aspects of construction including slope, layout, material, how to clear the corridor, drainage, surfaces, hazards and as well on
the issues of safety, liability, insurance,
etc. Building a safe trail that will last for
decades takes careful consideration up
front. As Professor Marsh states “if you
do it right in the first place, you will
save money in the long run”.
People are the Key
People are the critical ingredient in trail management - we are ultimately the stewards and protectors of
the pathways. Professor Marsh highlighted that there is a trend towards
people forming communities to take
care of trail networks. When likeminded individuals come together and
volunteer, this builds pride in the management of the route and leads to longevity of the resource. There are groups
in the Ottawa Valley, including the
Bonnechere River Watershed Project,
Friends of Algonquin Park, Muskrat
Watershed Council, and Shabomeka
Legpower Pathfinders in Cloyne, to
name a few who advocate and are actively involved in the maintenance and
management of waterways or trails.
Near Peterborough, Ontario,
there is a rail trail that has sections
maintained by different groups who
each are responsible for approximately
a 10-kilometre section. These individuals pick up garbage, install signs, and
report information back to the municipality about downed trees or other issues. These types of activities help support and ensure the path remains open
and accessible, and also brings people
together, developing a sense of community and camaraderie.
Technology is the Magic Word
Technology can be annoying to
many in the great outdoors. But handheld devices, including cell phones, are
changing the outdoor experience. As
an example, the Ontario Federation of
Snowmobile Clubs (OFSC) has developed a mapping tool that snowmobilers download to their phones to find
out information about the snow condition of the route.
Various online apps can assist
people if they are lost or need information about their location including GPS
essentials, Cairn and the Red Cross
provides a first aid application that
shares detailed instructions and videos on specific treatment to be used in
emergency situations. As well, cyclists
can plan and personalise routes using a
web app such as MapMyRide.com.
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Unconventional and innovative approaches are replacing interpretative
panels that share information about
birds, wildlife and the trail system. This
is a significant change, as signs in the
past were the only way information was
communicated in the great outdoors
on the actual path. Now, some places
have adopted a mobile nature guide
which can be accessed by cell phone
and allows users to understand more
about the wildlife, insects, topology
and history of the area they are visiting.
A Park in Toronto tested a pilot two
years ago with much success and positive feedback. Expect to see this unique
technology used elsewhere in Ontario
soon.
These are just a few of the trends that
are changing trails for the better. But
how do other countries manage their
trails?
Professor Marsh highlighted
a popular approach in Europe but not
found consistently across Canada is the
ability to arrange a complete self-guided trip on a trail. This includes transfers for baggage each day, establishing
accommodation for multiple nights,
receiving maps and renting equipment
all by using one tour company or by
one phone call. The self-guided option
means that your luggage is transported
each day to the next hotel and town
and you are provided with the hiking, motorcycling, or cycling maps. If
the route does not end near the hotel,
many times a shuttle or uber type service is available to drop you off in town
at the hotel with your luggage waiting
there if you are hiking.
In the Ottawa Valley, we have
all the unique ingredients: magnificent
landscape and pathways, hotels and
inns, charming pubs and restaurants,
various outdoor recreation opportunities from ATV’ing to hiking, but we
rarely combine these into one service
that offers self-guided trips. In Europe,
there are numerous options for guided
or self-guided tours customized for the
individual and these are very popular.
Another interesting approach to trail
management is the concept of “right to
roam”. In several Nordic and European
Countries, this is enshrined in law or
policies. As an example, in Norway,
Finland, and Sweden there is the “Right
of Public Access” or “Everyman’s Right”
which gives people the right to hike,
walk, cycle, ski and camp over all lands
except within a certain number of metres of a public residence, gardens, or
property that is farmed. You can mostly
roam free in nature. There are specific
rules depending on where you are.
Scotland is another country where natural landscapes are seen as open to being enjoyed and a shared responsibility
of everyone, private land or not.
In Canada, snowmobiling
groups are the best example of working with private landowners to access
private property. Professor Marsh feels
this needs to continue so that there “are
more trails across private land and user
agreements” which he believes provide
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The best trails provide users with an experience full of historical and geological information along the way.

Would these concepts work in
Canada? I’m not sure, but it is
something to think about. Enjoy
your summer and get outside on one
of the Ottawa Valley Trails. See you
out there!

Lesley Cassidy has been
cottaging near Calabogie
for over 40 years. She
grew up spending her
summers in the area and
visiting family in Ashdad
and Mount St. Patrick.
Her favourite passtimes
are exploring gravel roads
in the Valley by bike,
hiking its many trails and canoeing/fishing. Lesley is
married to Andre Mickovitch and brings him on her
many adventures. Together they love travelling but
Lesley always feels most at home closest to her family
roots in the Ottawa Valley.
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badly needed links between networks
and connects communities and tourism opportunities.
Another trend is the hosting of
trail festivals. As an example, Britain
has numerous walking and hiking trail
festivals that are anywhere from one
weekend to one week long that include
presentations, hikes, meals and music.
And these festivals attract people from
all over the world. Snowmobilers and
ATV riders, particularly in the United
States have numerous festival options
including one ATV festival that attracts upwards of 7,000 ATV riders to
New Hampshire yearly. There are a few
short weekends and one day events in
Ontario but with the Ottawa Valley
home to so many motorized and nonmotorized recreation activities, a trail
festival might be an option to showcase
everything there is to enjoy.

